Development and Application of a SWMM-Based Simulation Model for Municipal Scale Hydrologic Assessments
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Abstract: There is growing interest for the installation of green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) to improve stormwater control, increase infiltration of stormwater, and improve receiving water body quality. Planning level tools are needed to inform municipal scale decisions on the type and extent of GSI to apply. Here, a modified methodology is developed for the EPA Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) to create SWMM for Low Impact Technology Evaluation (SWMM-LITE) that enables municipal scale assessment of stormwater control measure (SCM) performance with minimal input data requirements and low processing time. Hydrologic outputs of SWMM-LITE are compared to those for SWMM and the National Stormwater Calculator (SWC) to assess the performance of SWMM-LITE. Three scenarios including the baseline without SCMs and the installation of varying SCMs were investigated. Across the three scenarios, SWMM-LITE estimates of annual average hydrologic performance (runoff, infiltration, and evaporation) were within $\pm0.1\%$ of estimates from a rigorously developed SWMM model in the City of Fort Collins, CO, for an evaluation of 30 years of continuous simulation. Analysis conducted for 2 year (y), 10 y, and 100 y storm events showed less than $\pm2.5\%$ difference between SWMM and SWMM-LITE hydrologic outputs. SWC provided reasonable estimates of hydrologic parameters for the case study area, but was designed for site level analyses of performance of SCMs rather than on the municipal scale. A sensitivity analysis revealed that the most sensitive parameters were primarily consistent for the SWMM-LITE and the complete SWMM. SWMM-LITE has low input data requirements and processing time and can be applied for assessing the hydrologic performance of SCMs to inform planning level decisions.
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1. Introduction

Increasing population growth in urban areas has resulted in extensive land use change and increased runoff with negative impacts to receiving water body quality [1]. Municipalities are more challenged than ever to meet the requirements from wet weather discharge permits [2]. Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI), sustainable drainage systems (SuDS), low impact development (LID), or the sponge city concept have been under development to achieve goals to mimic pre-development conditions by reducing runoff to stormwater and wastewater collection systems, increasing infiltration to replenish local groundwater, and removing pollutants from stormwater runoff [3–6]. While these GSI, SuDS, and LID may come at a higher cost than conventional gray stormwater infrastructure, they offer many social, environmental, and economic co-benefits [7]. The hydrologic and water quality improvements of these technologies at the watershed scale must be well understood to
inform municipal planning level decision on the type and extent of the technologies that motivate widespread use for effective stormwater control [6,8,9].

EPA Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) is a widely used model for planning, research, and design for stormwater management [4]. SWMM includes the capability to provide continuous simulations of hydrologic performance of various types of stormwater control measures (SCMs), including both gray and green infrastructure (i.e., GSI, LID, and SuDS) [10,11]. While SWMM has shown tremendous value for stormwater design and modeling performance SCMs, it has been observed to be complex for untrained users [4]. In order to run a complete SWMM simulation, a full network of drainage pipes and conveyance is required. The inclusion of drainage networks (e.g., drainage catchments, pipes, roadways, and detention ponds) requires extensive inputs that are not readily available and are often considered sensitive data for sharing. Additionally, the inclusion of complex drainage systems increases the computational time required to route runoff through the drainage system, especially if a probabilistic analysis of several years of annual precipitation by using continuous simulation is conducted.

In order to overcome input data requirements and processing time associated with SWMM simulations, models and tools have been developed to inform site scale decisions on appropriate SCMs based on performance and cost. Examples include the CNT Green Values Calculator [12,13] and the National Stormwater Calculator (SWC) [14]. SWC includes an extensive set of SCMs and detailed estimates of hydrologic performance of those technologies, with applicability across the US [14]. SWC was designed for site-level design and decisions, with the maximum size of the study area in the desktop version being 50 acres and 12 acres in the online version (20 ha and 5 ha, respectively). While SWC has been successfully applied to inform site level SCM decisions [13], applicability to municipal scale studies has not been demonstrated.

The need to demonstrate the effectiveness of SCMs from lot scale to watershed and regional scale has been widely recognized [4,9,15]. Researchers have noted the need for further catchment-scale studies to better detect and quantify the effects of SCMs on flow regimes and thus guide approaches to stormwater management that protects receiving waters from hydrological alteration [6,8,9]. In addition, there is a lack of understanding about the aggregated effect of multiple SCMs at watershed scales as described by Bell et al. [16]. Further investigation is required to develop models to simulate various scenarios and combinations of SCMs and to develop user friendly decision support tools.

In order to conduct municipal scale analyses that include hydraulic networks for the continuous simulation of rainfall timeseries, SWMM can take on the order of hours to days to complete simulations. This is too computationally expensive for a planning level model that informs decisions on the type and extent of SCMs. Here, SWMM is modified to create SWMM for Low Impact Technology Evaluation (SWMM-LITE) that enables municipal scale assessment of SCM performance with minimal input data requirements and low processing time. The purpose of SWMM-LITE is to provide outputs useful to inform planning level decisions regarding the type and extent of SCM technologies to deploy. Planning level decision can be informed based on estimates of annual runoff, evaporation, and infiltration associated with varying scenarios of type and extent of SCMs.

SWMM-LITE uses a modified methodology for the development of SWMM that both simplifies the drainage subcatchments and removes hydraulic components of a drainage network that route or temporarily store water. Including the drainage network does not change the water balance (e.g., how much water becomes runoff, infiltrates, or evaporates) because volumes are generally conserved throughout the routing process [14]. Thus, hydrologic outputs relevant to planning level decisions (i.e., runoff, infiltration, and evaporation) may be estimated without the inclusion of the drainage network. After planning level decisions are made regarding the type and extent of SCMs to deploy using SWMM-LITE, other models such as complete SWMM simulations and SWC would be required to inform site level design and operation decisions.
The goal of this investigation is to demonstrate the capability of SWMM-LITE to estimate hydrologic parameters associated with storm events, e.g., runoff, evaporation, and infiltration in order to inform planning level decisions. Specifically, the objectives are to (1) modify the SWMM model to create SWMM-LITE that disaggregates rainfall-runoff simulations from complex subcatchments and hydraulic/conveyance/routing components; (2) to compare the performance of SWMM-LITE to complete SWMM and SWC outputs using robust statistical analysis. The intent of the comparison was to demonstrate the capability of SWMM-LITE for estimating the performance of SCMs at the municipal scale. The McClelland basin in Fort Collins, CO, is used as a case study to assess performance of SWMM-LITE.

2. Materials and Methods

SWMM, SWC, and SWMM-LITE models were developed for a study basin in Fort Collins, CO. A complete SWMM model including the drainage network was received from the City of Fort Collins. A SWC model was developed for the study area using the web-based version of the National Stormwater Calculator and a SWMM-LITE model was developed using the methodology described below. Each of the models were run with and without SCMs using continuous simulation for 30 years of precipitation. Uncertainty analysis was then conducted for the SWMM and SWMM-LITE to assess the performance of the models under varying parameter estimates and to identify the sensitivity of hydrologic outputs to parameter estimates.

2.1. SWMM-LITE Development

In SWMM, hydrologically delineated subcatchments are connected and drained to an outfall using a robust drainage network with several hydraulic elements (e.g., conduits, streets, and detention basins) to evaluate the hydrologic and hydraulic performance of the stormwater drainage system. A SWMM-LITE model is developed that does not include the hydraulic components of a complete SWMM model. Then, through modification and, in many cases, simplification, subcatchment boundaries that are user selected (typically based on selection of US census subunits) are applied. In many cases, subcatchment boundaries may be defaulted to political boundaries relevant to municipal scale analyses, instead of hydrologic boundaries. In a complete SWMM model this would impact the flood response but since SWMM-LITE is primarily considering hydrology, changing the boundaries has minimal effect. Conveyance systems and storage units are not included and, instead, dummy pipes, hydraulic links that do not attenuate or modify flow are used as the mechanism to route runoff hydrographs from the subcatchment to the outflow point. The inclusion of the drainage network does not change the water balance (e.g., how much water becomes runoff, infiltrates, or evaporates) because volumes are generally conserved throughout the routing process [14]. However, it does allow SWMM to provide more accurate estimates concerning the timing of water delivery as well as internal system flooding.

The hydraulic components that were removed, though necessary for estimating flooding conditions such as the magnitude and timing of peak flow rates throughout the system or locations of internal flooding within the system, are not relevant for the evaluation of SCMs. Many SCMs, especially GSI, are not designed to substantially influence large flooding events, but rather to increase infiltration and evaporation of smaller events and improve water quality. Since SWMM-LITE is designed to assess the performance of SCMs measured by impact to stormwater runoff, infiltration, and evaporation, conveyance system and storage may not be needed. The capacity of SWMM-LITE to adequately represent hydrologic parameters associated with SCMs is assessed in this research.

The SWMM-LITE model is developed by partitioning a study area into its pervious and impervious components. The pervious component is defined as the separate pervious area (SPA), which is assumed to be directly connected to the storm sewer system. The impervious component is defined as the directly connected impervious area (DCIA), which is also assumed to be directly connected to the storm sewer system and does not interact
with the pervious area. SCMs can then be added based on a percentage of the DCIA which is routed to the technology. SCMs are modeled using the LID components within SWMM. Detention based SCMs that use storage units and links were not modeled using SWMM-LITE primarily because they require hydraulic structures and because they are primarily modeled to demonstrate the impact on peak flow rates and conveyance system capacity. Additionally, conveyance based SCMs (e.g., swales) were also not included due to the complexities of incorporating the hydraulic elements which can substantially impact performance of the SCMs.

2.2. Case Study Application

A case study was developed for the McClelland basin that is located in Fort Collins, Colorado (Figure 1). The McClelland basin is one of twelve primary drainage basins in Fort Collins, CO, and is 2153 acres (871 ha). The imperviousness and percent landcover were determined using the 2011 National Land Cover Dataset [17]. The average annual precipitation is 15.1 inches (384 mm) and primarily occurs in short and intense rainfall events. Soils are predominantly of the hydrologic soil group type C.

Timeseries of precipitation were collected from the Fort Collins weather station and contained hourly rainfall data from 1980 to 2009. Average daily evaporation was also collected from the weather station and summarized for each month. Precipitation and evaporation datasets were used to conduct continuous simulation to provide several years of annual hydrologic responses for each scenario and model. Results from the continuous simulation of the 30 years of rainfall data were used for comparison across scenarios and models. Annual and daily hydrological outputs of each of the models, including infiltration, evaporation, and runoff, were analyzed.

For the analysis, a complete SWMM model for the McClelland basin was obtained from the City of Fort Collins. The SWMM model was developed based on the detailed infrastructure characteristics that has been installed (e.g., inlets, manholes, pipes, natural channels, basins, pumps, etc.). The model contained 180 subcatchments, 86 storage nodes,
and 260 link elements consisting of conduits, weirs, orifices, and outlets. Subcatchments were delineated using surface contours where other subcatchment parameters were defined on drainage criteria by the City. The SWMM model is used by the City of Fort Collins to evaluate the storm sewer system and for the determination of the effectiveness and impacts of SCMs for the area. Since this SWMM model was developed with a rigorous data set, outputs from SWMM-LITE can be compared to the model developed by the City of Fort Collins to assess performance of SWMM-LITE.

Three versions of a SWMM-LITE model were developed and evaluated for the McClelland study area without SCMs to assess the performance of SWMM-LITE using default parameters and data readily available in national datasets. Within all three SWMM-LITE models, the study area was represented as a single sub-basin with identical area and imperviousness consistent with the area weighted average of the developed SWMM model. Other input parameters varied between the three SWMM-LITE models (Table 1). SWMM-LITE Default Parameters (DP) used national datasets (e.g., National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD), and SSURGO Soil Survey), default SWMM parameters from the SWMM Manual, and local design criteria recommendations for the infiltration parameters. The second model, SWMM-LITE Limited Parameter Modification (LPM) matched values for Manning’s N, depression storage, and Zero Impervious to the complete SWMM model. Finally, the third model, SWMM-LITE Consistent Parameters (CP) also utilized an average of overland flow length and slope from the complete SWMM model and matched infiltration parameters relative to the complete SWMM model. This third and final model permits a comparison between a complete SWMM model and the simplified methodology that is proposed here. Any variation that arises between SWMM and SWMM-LITE CP may be attributed to differences that arise from model methodology and not from different parameters, such as depression storage.

### Table 1. Input Parameters Applied to SWMM and SWMM-LITE models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SWMM (DP)</th>
<th>SWMM-LITE (LPM)</th>
<th>SWMM-LITE (CP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overland Flow Length</td>
<td>Overland flow path water must travel to calculate width to approximate a</td>
<td>3.66–629.9</td>
<td>51.7 2</td>
<td>51.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>rectangular subcatchment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width (m) 3</td>
<td>Rectangular subcatchment width</td>
<td>137–26,470</td>
<td>183,244</td>
<td>167,298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope (%)</td>
<td>Rectangular subcatchment slope</td>
<td>0.5–12.62</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.6 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impervious (%)</td>
<td>Percent of land area (excluding the area used for LID controls) which</td>
<td>1–99</td>
<td>49.5 2</td>
<td>49.5 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is impervious</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Impervious</td>
<td>Manning’s N for overland flow over the impervious portion of the subcatchment</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Pervious</td>
<td>Manning’s N for overland flow over the pervious portion of the subcatchment</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Store-Impervious (mm)</td>
<td>Depth of depression storage on the impervious portion of the subcatchment</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Store-Pervious (mm)</td>
<td>Depth of depression storage on the pervious portion of the subcatchment</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero-Impervious (%)</td>
<td>Percent of the impervious area with no depression storage</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Infiltration Rate</td>
<td>Maximum infiltration rate on the Horton curve.</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>7.62 4</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cm/hr)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Infiltration Rate</td>
<td>Minimum infiltration rate on the Horton curve.</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.27 4</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cm/hr)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay Constant (1/h)</td>
<td>Infiltration rate decay constant for the Horton curve.</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>6.48 4</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Overland flow length was determined as a function of NLCD land cover type. 2 Value represents the area weighted average of the SWMM model. 3 Widths were determined for each subcatchment based on subcatchment features in the complete SWMM model and was determined using the overland flow length for SWMM-LITE. 4 Infiltration parameters were collected from local design criteria by the Mile High Flood District in Denver, CO, for Type C soils [18].
After this analysis, three models were created or obtained for the McClelland basin to evaluate and compare the hydrologic response of the study area using each model and to assess performance of SWMM-LITE to estimate performance of SCMs at the municipal scale. The first model was the complete SWMM model for the McClelland basin obtained from the City of Fort Collins, the second, SWMM-LITE (CP), and the final model was the web-based version the SWC. The SWC model, like SWMM-LITE, evaluated the basin as a single sub-unit with similar imperviousness from the SWMM model (Table 2). Because SWC has a maximum study area size of 50 acres (4.05 ha), average characteristics of the 2153 acres (871 ha) McClelland basin area were applied (Table 2) to SWC for estimation of depth of runoff, infiltration, and volume. Depth estimates were then multiplied by the total area to estimate volumes. SWC limits input adjustment for several parameters (e.g., width and slope), causing different values to be assumed for the single subunit analysis between SWC and SWMM-LITE for these parameters (Table 2).

Table 2. Input parameters applied to tested models and for sensitivity analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SWMM</th>
<th>SWMM-LITE</th>
<th>SWC</th>
<th>Range for Sensitivity Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overland Flow Length (m)</td>
<td>3.66–629.9</td>
<td>51.7 1</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>10–1966 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width (m) 3</td>
<td>137–26,470</td>
<td>548,875</td>
<td>14,520</td>
<td>42–34205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope (%)</td>
<td>0.5–12.62</td>
<td>1.6 1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impervious (%)</td>
<td>1–99</td>
<td>49.5 1</td>
<td>49.5 1</td>
<td>0–75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Impervious</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.001–0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Pervious</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.01–0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Store-Impervious (mm)</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0–2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Store-Pervious (mm)</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>2.54–7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero-Impervious (%)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Infiltration Rate (cm/h)</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>2.1–9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Infiltration Rate (cm/h)</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.06–3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay Constant (1/h)</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>– 4</td>
<td>4.8–12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Value represents the average of the SWMM model. 2 Width was varied for sensitivity analysis and the range of overland flow length is estimated from the width values applied. 3 Widths between SWMM, SWMM-LITE, and SWC are not relatable due to differences in subunit sizes. 4 Decay Constant was not provided for SWC as the SWC only asks for a single hydraulic conductivity.

Each model evaluated the McClelland basin for three different scenarios. The first scenario considered was the Baseline Scenario. In this scenario, no stormwater control measures (SCMs) were added into the models. The Baseline Scenario allowed for the comparison between the three model types for basic hydrology without considering the effects of SCMs. The next scenario, Scenario 1, included one SCM technology type treating 10% of the impervious area in the study area. The final scenario, Scenario 2 simulated four types of SCMs including street planters, rain gardens, sand filters, and permeable pavement. The technologies were added to treat 40% of the total impervious area with each technology type treating 10% of the impervious area.

2.3. SCM Technology Deployment

Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 included an evaluation of the hydrologic outputs when including SCMs. In the SWC model, SCMs were defined using the LID control section of the model. Specifications for SCM design parameters were the same across all models. Scenario 1 treated 10% of the impervious area using medium rain gardens, defined as vegetated areas with 12 inches (30.48 cm) of ponding depth and containing 18 inches (45.72 cm) of designed filter media to provide high infiltration rates and remove pollutants before exfiltrating water into the native soils. Scenario 2 simulated treating 40% of the impervious area with four SCMs including small rain gardens or street planters (rain gardens with 6 inches (15.24 cm) ponding depth), medium rain gardens (12 inches (30.48 cm) ponding depth), sand filters, and permeable interlocking concrete pavers. Sand filters were defined as non-vegetated bioretention areas with a 6 inch (15.24 cm) ponding depth, containing
an 18 inch (45.72 cm) layer of clean sand to provide high infiltration rates and to remove pollutants before exfiltrating runoff into the native soils. Permeable pavements included a 4 inch (10.16 cm) wearing course, with a 12 inch (30.48 cm) storage depth.

For the SWMM and SWMM-LITE models, SCMs were defined using the LID modules within SWMM. In the SWMM-LITE and SWMM models, technologies were deployed based on an estimation of the necessary volume needed to be treated (rain garden and sand filter) or based on the amount of area needed (permeable pavement) to be treated. The volume-based deployment method involves determining the percent of directly connected impervious area to capture and the watershed design precipitation depth (e.g., for Colorado the design depth is 0.50 inches (12.7 mm), however, for other locations it could be as low as 0.25 inches (6.4 mm) or as high as several inches). The total volume to be captured is then calculated by multiplying area by the watershed precipitation depth.

Each volume-based technology has an associated volume capacity per unit/area. By dividing the total volume to be captured by the capacity the technology can capture per area, the area required to capture the specified volume is calculated. Both impervious areas captured and the area needed for the technology is placed into a pervious–impervious pair with the impervious area flowing to the pervious area and the pervious area containing the stormwater technology.

The area-based deployment method involves determining the percentage of directly connected impervious area to be captured by the technology. Each area-based technology has an associated capture ratio or ratio of area of technology to total impervious area captured. Multiplying the total captured area by the capture ratio provides the area of the technology that is required to provide the appropriate capture for the selected impervious area. Both the impervious areas are captured and the area needed for the technology is placed into a pervious–impervious pair with the impervious area flowing to the pervious area and the pervious area containing the stormwater technology.

The SWC model does not include sand filters within the LID control options. Thus, small rain gardens, medium rain gardens, and sand filters were all represented by the rain garden module in LID controls. An average ponding depth of 10 inch (25.4 cm) was specified for the three technologies and a filter media depth of 18 inches (45.72 cm) was specified. Permeable interlocking concrete pavers were modeled using the permeable pavement module in LID controls. Similar to SWMM and SWMM-LITE models, Scenario 1 involved treating 10% of the impervious area with rain gardens. For scenario 2, the rain garden LID control captured 30% of the impervious area and the permeable pavement module was used to capture 10% of the impervious area.

2.4. Design Storm Scenarios

The developed models were also tested against the Colorado design storms. The 2 y, 10 y, and 100 y, point precipitations were extracted from the NOAA ATLAs 14 [19]. According to the Urban Drainage and Flood Control District (UDFCD), the primary drainage district in the region with the most common rainfall events for Colorado design storms occurs over periods that are less than one or two hours in Colorado [18]. Using the Colorado Urban Hydrograph Procedure (CUHP), which is an evolution of the Snyder unit hydrograph [20], the point precipitation was distributed across two hours creating a two-hour design storm for each return period. The design storms were used to evaluate the performance of the SWMM and SWMM-LITE models for each scenario to compare the outputs of the models.

2.5. Sensitivity Analysis

A simulation environment for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis program, SimLab version 2.2.1, was used to estimate model sensitivity and uncertainty for SWMM and SWMM-LITE simulations. SimLab 2.2.1 is a software designed for Monte Carlo based uncertainty and sensitivity analysis [21,22]. Monte Carlo (MC) methods are used in SimLab for pseudorandom number generation with an emphasis on a sampling set of points from
joint probability distributions. MC-based sensitivity analyses are based on performing multiple model evaluations with probabilistically selected model input.

For MC analysis, a range and distribution of effective input variables (input factors) were selected based on literature review and the SWMM model technical manual [23] recommendations, as summarized in Table 2. These bound selections were used to generate a sample from the input factors. A sample of points was generated from the distribution of the inputs specified. All parameters were assumed to have a uniform distribution. The selected parameter values were then applied to all subunits in the SWMM and SWMM-LITE models. SWMM was delineated into 180 subcatchments using surface contours to represent detailed drainage areas while SWMM-LITE was delineated into 7 subunits based on the US Census tract boundaries. This exemplifies a typical application of each model where a detailed SWMM model may include a large number of small subunits and SWMM-LITE would use larger subunits to enable low processing times to support planning level decisions on the type and extent of SCMs.

The Morris method was selected for generating the sample data [24–26]. The rationale for using the Morris method is the determination of which factors may be considered to have effects, which are negligible, linear and additive, or non-linear or involved in the interactions with other parameters [26]. The Morris method is composed of individually randomized or “one-factor at-a-time” experiments in which the impact of changing the value of each of the selected factor is evaluated in turn. The number of model executions is computed as \( r \times (k + 1) \), where \( r \) is the number of trajectories (successions of points starting from a random base vector in which two consecutive elements differ only for one component) and \( k \) the number of model input factors. The \( k \)-dimensional vector \( X \) of the model input has components \( X_i \) each of which can assume integer values in the set \( \{0, 1/(p - 1), 2/(p - 1), \ldots , 1\} \). The region of experimentation, \( \Omega \), will then be a \( k \)-dimensional \( p \)-level grid.

The method suggested by Morris is based on what is called an elementary effect. The elementary effect for the \( i \)th input is defined as follows. Let \( \Delta \) be a predetermined multiple of \( 1/(p - 1) \). For a given value \( x \) of \( X \), the elementary effect of the \( i \)th input factor is defined as:

\[
d_i(X) = \frac{y(x_{i}, \ldots , x_{i-1}, x_i + \Delta, x_i + 1, \ldots , x_k) - y(X)}{\Delta}
\]

where \( x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots , x_k) \) is any selected value in \( \Omega \) such that the transformed point \((x + e_i \Delta)\), where \( e_i \) is a vector of zeros but with a unit as its \( i \)th component and is still in \( \Omega \) for each index \( i = 1 \ldots . k \). The finite distribution of elementary effects associated with the \( i \)th input factor is obtained by randomly sampling different \( x \) from \( \Omega \) and is denoted by \( F_i \). The number of elements of each \( F_i \) is \( p^k - 1 \) \( [p - (p - 1)] \). The total number of elementary effects can be counted from the grid by simply keeping in mind that each elementary effect relative to a factor \( i \) is computed by using two points for which their relative distance in the coordinate \( X_i \) is \( \Delta \).

In this study, \( k \) was 11, \( r \) was 10, and 8 levels of quantile were considered for the simulation. By employing the Morris method, 120 samples were generated for this study. Both SWMM and SWMM-LITE were fed with the sample elements and two sets of model outputs (240) were produced. These model evaluations created a map or relation from the space of the inputs to the space of the results. Once this mapping was generated and stored, the sensitivity of model predictions to individual input variables was estimated.

In the post-processing module of the SimLab, Morris method sensitivity indicators, the estimated mean (\( \mu \)), and standard deviation (\( \sigma \)) of each sample were generated.

### 3. Results and Discussion

Analysis was conducted to compare model performance based on hydrologic outputs of a complete SWMM model and three variations of SWMM-LITE models. Additionally, the complete SWMM model was compared to an SWC model along with the SWMM-LITE.
A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the most sensitive parameters for both the SWMM and SWMM-LITE models.

### 3.1. Model Comparison of SWMM to Three Different Versions of SWMM-LITE

The SWMM-LITE methodology was deployed with three sets of subcatchment parameters, DP, LPM, and CP (Table 1). Each of the simulations were compared to the Fort Collins SWMM to evaluate influences the parameters may have played on model output compared to the complexities of the model itself. The largest difference occurred when the SWMM-LITE DP was compared to SWMM (Figure 2). SWMM-LITE DP represented the outputs when national datasets and the best available data were used to populate subcatchment parameters. Even though this difference was the largest, it was still within 12.2% for runoff, −34.9% for evaporation, and 1.0% for infiltration of the complete SWMM. In SWMM-LITE (LPM), N-pervious and N-impervious, D-store pervious and D-store impervious, and Zero-Impervious were consistent with the complete SWMM received from the City of Fort Collins. This change resulted in strong agreement in results causing errors to be less than +/-0.1%. This was further improved for runoff and infiltration when overland flow length and infiltration parameters were made consistent. Comparing SWMM-LITE CP and SWMM determined that the methodology of removing conveyance elements and simplifying complex subcatchment delineations does not introduce unacceptable error. For comparison, the continuity error ranged between −0.18% to −0.1% when simulating each model using EPA SWMM.
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**Figure 2.** Hydrologic outputs for SWMM-Lite variations of Default Parameters (DP), Limited Parameter Modification (LPM), and Consistent Parameters (CP) compared to SWMM.

### 3.2. Model Outputs for Scenario Simulations

Hydrologic performance outputs were collected from running SWC, SWMM-LITE CP, and SWMM simulations for the Baseline Scenario, Scenario 1, and Scenario 2. Runoff, infiltration, and evaporation were observed from the model simulations (Figure 3). The SWMM and SWMM-LITE models consistently reported similar hydrologic results with the greatest variation occurring in the SWC model. Estimates of runoff, infiltration and evaporation varied by less than 0.1% for SWMM and SWMM-LITE. SWC outputs varied from SWMM and SWMM-LITE by between 0.1–3.8% (Figure 3). In all scenarios, SWMM-LITE estimated larger or near equivalent values for evaporation and infiltration and smaller values for percent runoff when compared with the SWMM model (Figure 3). The SWC model reported smaller evaporation loss in all three scenarios, larger total runoff in the baseline scenario and scenario 1, and larger infiltration in scenarios 1 and 2. This indicates that the SWC model overestimated infiltration as a result of adding SCMs in scenario 1 and 2, but underestimated runoff and underestimating evaporation in the baseline scenario. Adding SCMs in all models increased infiltration volume while the volume of runoff...
decreased, determined by comparing the Baseline Scenario to Scenarios 1 and 2. The reason that is postulated for the difference between SWC results and the other two models is that the SWC is designed for small-scale studies or site-level design and assumes a 10 acre area with specified characteristics. When volumes are estimated by scaling up to the larger area, the errors increase. Additionally, SWC provides limited variability in key parameters such as width and depression storage.

The primary purpose of SWMM-LITE is to rapidly compare the performance of scenarios of SCMs for varying complexities of study areas. Thus, analysis was conducted comparing the differences in hydrologic outputs between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 to the Baseline scenario for each of the three scenarios (Figure 4). SWMM-LITE outputs continued to be very close to SWMM, with the predicted changes from Baseline being within 0.1% of each other. The SWC model provided more variation in comparisons to the Baseline scenario, with predicted changes from Baseline varying from SWMM output by 1.5–7.5% (Figure 4). Overall, estimates of hydrologic parameters from SWMM-LITE are comparable to those from SWMM, while SWC outputs were slightly different from the other two models when considering basic hydrologic outputs that did not include delivery or timing of flow. While SWC has been demonstrated to adequately estimate site level performance of SCMs [13], it was designed for site level analysis up to 50 acres (20.2 ha) and it is not appropriate for application in municipal scale analysis. SWC maintains value use for site level design of SCMs and the estimation of hydrologic performance. While SWC does reasonable estimates of hydrologic outputs, the methodology applied is not appropriate for large scale analyses (>50 acres). In order to model larger areas, a user would need to manually delineate sub-units, run the SWC model for each sub-unit, and then extrapolate each model result by multiplying the area of the sub-unit. This requires substantial post-processing of outputs to obtain analyses for a larger scale area with multiple sub-units.
Figure 4. Evaluation of percent change from baseline for each hydrologic output when comparing different models.

3.3. Design Storm Scenarios

Design storms were modeled to compare hydrologic performance for different sizes of storms (Figure 5). The percent difference was found by comparing outputs from SWMM and SWMM-LITE. Differences between outputs from the two models were within 2.5%, demonstrating very good agreement across simulated storm events. In all of the design storms, evaporation and infiltration were consistently overestimated and runoff was underestimated by SWMM-LITE. For smaller storms, which are 2 y events, the difference in runoff appeared to increase as additional technologies are added. However, this decrease in runoff did not correspond to a direct increase in either infiltration or evaporation but varied between Scenarios 1 and 2. For Scenario 1, the further decrease in runoff was likely caused by an increase in infiltration. However, for Scenario 2, the precipitation that did not become runoff became evaporation and additional infiltration. From this variation it appears that SCMs do not all have the same effect or result in the same errors, in particular, when considering smaller design storms.

Figure 5. Difference between SWMM and SWMM-LITE for runoff, infiltration, and evaporation under the Colorado design storm modeling scenarios (positive values show a higher estimate from SWMM-LITE compared to SWMM and negative values show a lower estimate from SWMM-LITE compared to SWMM).
The 10 y event produced the highest difference between runoff estimates from SWMM and SWMM-LITE for all scenarios. This could be a result of the higher water volume producing errors than the 2 y storm, but not too much water that causes the percent difference between the models to be inconsequential. The 100 y storms had the greatest variation for infiltration, but the difference was reduced as more technologies were applied. This could be explained by the methodology used to apply SCMs. From the analysis it appears that the different input parameters defining subcatchment characteristics for SWMM and SWMM-LITE (Table 2) was more critical when modeling design storms. Design storm analysis consists of larger storms that cause increased ponding duration as well as depths on subcatchments, which influences functions for both infiltration and runoff. However, when considering continuous simulations (Figures 3 and 4) very little of the overall precipitation occurs from design storm events, but is driven by the smaller regular events. When considering the smaller regular events (e.g., 2 y storm), there is strong agreement between SWMM and SWMM-LITE (Figure 5). It was also observed that as more technologies were added, the percent difference appeared to decrease. As SCMs are applied to each model, the subcatchment area is replaced by SCM area and SCM input parameters are the same in the two models. This has the potential to reduce discrepancies in infiltration output.

3.4. Parameter Sensitivity Analysis

A quantile–quantile graph shows agreement between SWMM and SWMM-LITE using MC generated inputs (Figure 6). Good agreement between the SWMM and SWMM-LITE was found, with the largest difference associated with evaporation estimates. Small differences likely occurred due to the differences in subcatchment arrangement which changes the amount of time water was left on the surface of a subcatchment as well as the evaporation potential of open channel conveyance elements in SWMM. Additionally, because the magnitude of precipitation that became evaporation was much smaller than the other categories, any error resulting from the difference of modeling procedure was exacerbated. Overall, results demonstrate that SWMM-LITE provides reasonable estimates of hydrologic parameters compared to SWMM.
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Figure 6. Quantile-quantile chart of simulated models including SWMM and SWMM-LITE; (a) total runoff; (b) infiltration; and (c) evaporation.

The output of the Morris method is reported with two parameters for each hydrology component (Figure 7a–c). The parameter $\mu$ is used to detect input factors with an important overall influence on the output and $\sigma$ is used to detect factors involved in interaction with other factors or for which the effect is non-linear. According to Figure 7a, the Min Infiltration Rate is the most influential parameters on the simulated total runoff of both SWMM and SWMM-LITE simulations. Results also suggests that the Min Infiltration Rate has more interaction and possesses a non-linear relation with the estimated runoff for
both models. For SWMM, the second influential parameter is Width, followed by Zero Impervious. Zero Impervious was a parameter that was adjusted for the case study SWMM-LITE (LPM and CP) simulations that resulted in lower observed difference between SWMM and SWMM-LITE compared to default parameters (Figure 2). Other studies have shown sensitivity of SWMM to Width [27]. For SWMM-LITE, sensitivity of Min Infiltration Rate was followed by N Impervious and Decay Constant. In general, sensitivity of parameters for the estimation of total volume are similar between SWMM and SWMM-LITE, with a few exceptions. For example, Width and Zero Impervious were found to be a highly sensitive parameter for total volume estimates in SWMM, while they did not appear as sensitive for SWMM-LITE (Figure 7a).

![Figure 7. Morris sensitivity analysis for (a) total runoff, (b) infiltration, and (c) evaporation where dark blue shows sensitivity of noted parameter for SWMM-LITE and light blue for SWMM.](image)

Other sensitivity analyses on SWMM have shown variable sensitivity of SWMM parameters. A sensitivity analysis was performed by Barco et al. [28] in a large urban subcatchment in Southern California. Four parameters were considered for sensitivity analysis and imperviousness and depression storage were the most sensitive parameters affecting total runoff and peak flow, while subcatchment width and Manning’s N were less sensitive. In another study by Ballinas-González et al. [29], the Manning coefficient of the impervious surface (N-Impervious), which was the most sensitive to changes, followed by the Max Infiltration Rate were found to be the more sensitive parameters in the estimation of total runoff. In another study, in a small subcatchment adjacent to a highway, the multiparameter sensitivity analysis effectively identified 15 sensitive parameters in SWMM that had a significant influence on inflow discharge. Wang et al. [27] found that infiltration parameters (represented by curve number in this study), Width, and surface roughness, which is related to Manning’s coefficient (N-impervious or N-pervious), were found to be the most sensitive parameters. Wide variation in parameter sensitivity has been shown in these studies, indicating that study area infrastructure and land use characteristics may have a large impact on sensitivity of parameters. In addition, the studies had different objectives that may impact variability of parameter sensitivity.
Max Infiltration Rate and N-Pervious are most influential parameters on the simulated infiltration of both SWMM and SWMM-LITE (Figure 7b). For the estimation of evaporation, N-Impervious is a highly sensitive parameter for both SWMM and SWMM-LITE, followed by D-store Impervious (Figure 7c). Modification of N-Impervious and D-store Impervious for SWMM-LITE (LPM and CP) also resulted in closer estimates between SWMM and SWMM-LITE (Figure 2). Parameter sensitivity for the estimation of infiltration is very similar between SWMM and SWMM-LITE (Figure 7b) and is consistent with the comparison of estimates from the two models (Figure 6). Similar to total runoff estimation, sensitivity to parameters is mostly consistent between SWMM and SWMM-LITE for estimation of evaporation (Figure 7c). Exceptions are that Impervious is more sensitive for the estimation of infiltration in SWMM compared to SWMM-LITE and Width appears as a more sensitive parameter for the estimation of evaporation for SWMM-LITE compared to SWMM (Figure 7c).

4. Conclusions

SWMM-LITE was developed as a methodology to develop simplified models to estimate hydrologic parameters associated with storm events to make comparisons between scenarios of SCM addition, informing planning level decisions. SWMM-LITE was demonstrated to provide comparable outputs to a SWMM model with complex subcatchment delineation and complete hydraulic and infrastructure data, as well as to the SWC model via an application of a case study in Fort Collins. Estimates of average annual hydrologic performance of scenarios of SCM addition over a 30 y study period showed less than 0.1% difference for SWMM and SWMM-LITE, which is less than the continuity error for each individual model run. Differences were higher between SWC outputs and SWMM, which were up to 3.8%. Probabilistic approaches were employed for sensitivity analysis. The sensitivities of parameters for SWMM and SWMM-LITE outputs were very consistent. The most influential parameters for estimation of runoff volume were minimum infiltration rate and Manning’s N for impervious area.

While SWC provides reasonable estimates for hydrologic outputs, it is more suitable for small scale or site studies. The SWMM-LITE model dramatically reduces the burden of a user to develop a SWMM model without sacrificing accuracy of hydrologic outputs, i.e., annual runoff, evaporation, and infiltration. Future work may be considered to verify the use of SWMM-LITE for additional climate regimes, however, based on the methodology for estimating runoff within SWMM and the minimal error demonstrated in this study, it seems unlikely that a substantial difference would be observed for wetter climates. SWMM-LITE enables municipal scale analysis to compare the performance of SCMs and to inform planning level decisions. Future work will apply SWMM-LITE to a web-based tool that informs decisions on extent and the type of SCMs to achieve goals based on hydrologic performance, lifecycle costs, and co-benefits.
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